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TERMS AND CONDITIONS –WELCOME TRADING BONUS
PROMOTION

INTRODUCTION

1. Gleneagle Securities Pty Ltd trading as FXTRADING.com is a registered Vanuatu company with
company Number 40256 (hereinafter the “Company” or “FXTRADING.com”) and is regulated
by the Vanuatu Financial Services Commission (VFSC).

2. The Terms and Conditions of the “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion” are an integral part of
“FXTRADING.com Business Terms and Policies” and provisions set herein are considered as an
annex of all “FXTRADING.comBusiness Terms and Policies”.

3. Taking part in the “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion” constitutes acceptance of these Terms
and Conditions and of the “FXTRADING.com Business Terms and Policies” set forth on
FXTRADING.com Website.

4. FXTRADING.com reserves the right to alter, amend or terminate the “Welcome Trading Bonus
Promotion”, or any aspect of it, at any time and without prior notice. Prior notice of such
changes will be given to clients and FXTRADING.com will post any such changes on its website.
It is recommended that participants in the “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion” consult these
Terms and Conditions on the FXTRADING.com website regularly. Please note that taking part
in the “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion” constitutes acceptance and agreement to abide by
any such alterations, amendments and/or changes.

5. The “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion” Terms shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the Laws of Vanuatu. Any dispute or situation not covered by these Offer
Terms will be resolved by FXTRADING.com in a manner it deems to be the fairest to all
concerned. That decision shall be final and/or binding on all entrants. No correspondence will
be entered into.

6. FXTRADING.com reserves the right, at its reasonable discretion, to discontinue the offering of
this “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion” to any of its clients, without having to explain the
reasons. Such clients will be informed via email.

7. FXTRADING.com is not liable for technical disruptions and/or breaks in the internet connection
on the side of the client and third-party services, that can directly or indirectly have an affect
on the client’s participation in the promotion.

8. If any of “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion” Terms were to be translated into a language
other than English, then the English version of the Terms shall prevail where there is an
inconsistency.

CONDITIONS OF ELIGIBILITY
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9. Subject to, and without prejudice to, all other “FXTRADING.com Business Terms and Policies”,
the offer is available to FXTRADING.com new register direct clients from Japan who have
satisfied the eligibility criteria for the offer (“Eligible Clients”) as set out in the sections
following hereinafter.

10. The “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion” may be offered by FXTRADING.com from time to
time to clients who open a Standard account or Pro account with FXTRADING.com in cases
where such clients are referred to FXTRADING.com via specific websites and/or social network
sites in the context of certain specific promotions, and/or surveys that FXTRADING.com may
be running from time to time on such specific websites and/or social network sites.

11. FXTRADING.com, at its reasonable discretion, offers the “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion”
to any Eligible Client(s) and/or any countries/regions as it deems appropriate and for as long
as FXTRADING.com deems to provide it.

12. Only persons who can form legally binding contracts under the laws applicable in their country
of residence may participate in the “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion”. Without limiting the
foregoing, participation in the “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion” is not allowed for persons
under the age of 18 or otherwise under legal age in their country of residence ("Minors"). If
you are a minor, you may not participate in the “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion”.

13. Please note that it may take up to 24 working hours before any trading bonus is added to the
account of an Eligible Client who meets all of the criteria set forth herein.

14. The “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion” is only available for Standard account or Pro account.

15. Eligible Clients can apply for the promotion by completing the online application form on
FXTRADING.com official website or client portal, or by sending an email to
promotion@fxtrading.com from their registered email address and including their trading
account number and date of new deposit. Eligible Clients also need to submit the opt-in form
prior to trading.

16. According to the client’s ID number and IP address, each client shall only be eligible to enter
the promotion once. No trading account of a client will be credited with the offer if that client
applies for the promotion for more than one trading account.

17. No trading account of a client will be credited with the offer if that client is already subject to
another promotion.

18. The offer will be credited to the Eligible Client’s trading account, as a notional sum, after all
the requirements set out in the Terms and Conditions have been met.

19. During the promotional period, the trading bonus may be used for trading purpose only and
not redeemable. Any profits generated can be withdrawn at any time, however, fund
withdraws will trigger a proportional removal of your trading bonus.

THE OFFER
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20. Eligible Clients, who meet the criteria set forth herein can receive trading bonuses equal to:
a) 100% on the amount of their new deposit that is made in their live account, provided that

the maximum amount of any such trading bonus awarded to any Eligible Client will be
limited to a maximum amount of USD$ 7,000 (or JPY1,000,000), per Eligible Client.

b) Total amount of trading bonus accumulated due to participation in this “Welcome Trading
Bonus Promotion” is set to USD$ 7,000 (or JPY1,000,000), per Eligible Client.

Table of example of this “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion”:

Deposit requirement:
MinimumUSD$200 (or JP¥ 30,000) per deposit.

NewDeposit Bonus Tier Trading Bonus Amount Trading Capital Balance

USD$200 (or JPY30,000) 100% of USD$200 (or
JPY30,000) USD$200 (or JPY30,000) USD$400 (or JPY60,000)

USD$7,000 (or
JPY1,000,000)

100% of USD$7,000 (or
JPY1,000,000)

USD$7,000 (or
JPY1,000,000)

USD$14,000 (or
JPY2,000,000)

*Maximum combined trading bonus amount is USD$7,000 (or JPY1,000,000).

FURTHER CONDITIONS

21. The value of the trading bonus depends on the value of the new deposits made during the
promotional period.

22. Internal funds transferred from, to or between an Eligible Client’s live account(s) with
FXTRADING.com will not count as a new deposit.

23. Fraudulent or incorrectly completed applications will not be accepted.

24. The offer under this promotion is neither transferable nor exchangeable.

25. Upon any fund withdrawal request from an Eligible Client, or transfer of funds between an
Eligible Client’s live trading account(s) with FXTRADING.com will result in the cancellation of
the awarded trading bonus. The 100% of trading bonus will be taken off automatically at the
time of request.

26. FXTRADING.com will not be responsible for any lost, late, incomplete, illegible, or misdirected
entries.
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27. Trading bonuses cannot be separately transferred between, to or from Eligible Clients live
trading accounts with FXTRADING.com.

28. Trading bonus can be used to cover trading losses. The bonus is not a part of the trading
account balance and is displayed in the “Credit” field in the MetaTrader platform.

29. FXTRADING.com reserves the right, at its reasonable discretion:

30. to decline registration of any participant in the “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion”; and

31. disqualify any participant in the “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion” who tampers or attempts
to tamper with the operation of the “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion” or breaches these
terms and/or any of the “FXTRADING.com Business Terms and Policies” set forth on
FXTRADING.com Website.

32. Under no circumstances shall FXTRADING.com be liable for any financial losses or
consequences incurred due to the removal or cancellation of any trading bonus, including, but
not limited to, order(s) closed by stop out or margin calls.

33. Under the terms of the promotion, trading strategies including, but not limited to the below are
strictly prohibited:

a) CFD/Future/Derivatives/Forex Scalping; it is a trading style used by traders to buy or sell a
instrument and then hold it for a short period of time in an attempt to make a profit. A
scalper looks to make a large number of trades, taking advantage of the small price
movements which are common throughout the day. While scalping attempts to capture
small gains, such as 0 to 20 pips per trade, the profit on these trades can be magnified by
increasing the position size;

b) Scalping involves buying and selling currencies, typically with a brief holding time and with
multiple trades taken each day.

c) Scalpers keep risk small in an attempt to capture small price movements for a profit. The
small price movements can become significant amounts of money with leverage and large
position sizes.

d) Scalpers typically use promotional forex accounts, as using a normal account will put them
at a disadvantage.

e) Leverage, spreads, fees, and slippage are all risks that the scalper needs to control,
manage, and account for as much as possible.

f) Hedging, High Frequency Trading, Expert Advisors, Algorithmic Trading, All Forms Of
Trading Arbitrage, Latency Arbitrage, News/Event Arbitrage, Swap/Rollover Arbitrage.

g) Trading volume spikes around/during volatile/thin markets or for completion of volume
requirements of the promotion, with a distinct change from previous trading patterns
witnessed in the account.
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h) Any Systematic Trading Strategy that derives its sole advantage from the special terms of
the bonus such as trading with intent to scalp trade or trade with high leverage
in/around/during thin/illiquid markets/news releases/partial market holidays/economic and
political events(such as election results), wash sales, misusing swap-free trading, and any
other strategy that takes advantage of short term anomalies in the market using the bonus
funds/leverage/conditions to generate/magnify profits.

i) All Corporate Actions including but not limited to stock splits/ reverse splits/ dividends/
index adjustments and any other structural event that causes a mathematical adjustment
to the price of the traded asset.

j) Deep draw-downs in accounts with a large number of positions continuing to be added into
the account when accounts are near threshold levels where rebates stop, with no attempt
being made to close the loss making positions, no matter how large the loss. New positions
being added in a martingale like fashion and such positions being opened/closed for
continued rebate generation with actual realizable account values falling but balances rising.

k) Accounts near expiry of bonus opening unlimited positions at all levels, followed by closing
of positions that increase the balance, while the account’s realizable value continues to
decline/remains stagnant.

l) Simultaneous opening of buying and selling positions in the same markets at the same
time, using a combination of accounts which are all being managed by the same/related
manager.

34. If FXTRADING.com has reason to believe that a user is in violation of the terms of the
promotion and/or abusing/misusing the terms of the bonus, FXTRADING.com shall inform the
user in writing of the said violation and may exercise remedies including but not limited to:

a) Cancellation of the bonus and any profits made in the account while the bonus funds were
in the account, with immediate effect.

b) Removal of the bonus funds, profits made using the bonus funds and a closure of the
account, followed by a return of the user’s funds to the account from which the user’s own
funds on deposit were originally received.

c) In case the account using the promotion has a current balance that is below the original
starting balance, any losses made in the account shall be deducted from the user’s
deposited funds and the remaining funds shall be remitted back to the client, via the same
method as the mode of deposit.

35. FXTRADING.com’s decision in matters related to misuse/violation of the bonus terms and
conditions is final and binding. All promotions offered by us are at the sole discretion of
FXTRADING.com and no binding obligation is placed upon FXTRADING.com to negotiate any
part/benefit/disadvantage of a promotion with users of the promotion including but not limited
to its starting/end dates, amounts, terms and conditions, availability to individual
users/accounts or any other sub component/condition.

36. If FXTRADING.com suspects or has reason to believe that a client has more than one account
under this Bonus Program, then FXTRADING.com reserves the right, at its absolute discretion
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and without obtaining the Client’s consent to remove the Bonus and/or profits derived from the
promotion(s), from the Client’s trading account(s) with immediate effect. FXTRADING.com
accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss resulting from the Stop Out of open positions after
such an adjustment, in accordance with these Terms and Conditions.

37. The Client acknowledges that CFDs/Futures/Currencies/Commodities/Stocks/All Financial
Markets are leveraged products which involve a high level of risk. When trading in such
products, it is possible for clients to lose all of their invested capital (and more than their own
capital in some circumstances). These products may not be suitable for everyone, and clients
should ensure that they understand the risks involved. clients should seek independent advice
if necessary.

38. Please Note: if your financial condition does not allow you to risk the funds placed in your
account without affecting your lifestyle, this product/service is NOT MEANT for you. If we
come across any material information in writing/otherwise that indicates that your account is
funded with capital that you cannot afford to lose or that you do not have adequate means to
support yourself and/or any dependents, FXTRADING.com reserves the right to unilaterally
cancel any promotion applied in your account, and return the funds on deposit(less and costs
and losses incurred by you) with immediate effect. In such an event, all provisions of clauses
and any/all other applicable terms shall apply without any exclusion or exception.

39. FXTRADING.com reserves the right, at its absolute discretion, to unilaterally modify or
terminate this Bonus Program or any of the Terms and Conditions included herein, at any time,
without obtaining the Client’s consent. FXTRADING.com accepts no liability whatsoever for any
losses/loss of profits resulting from such a change.

40. It is forbidden to trade on the account associated with the promotion through an anonymous

proxy server. If more than 2(TWO) connections to the account from different IP addresses

belonging to different regions are detected, the account can be disqualified and the bonus
annulled.

41. If any concerns about the abuse of the promotion or a fraud arise, and/or falsification of the
documents provided by the participant of the promotion is detected, the account can be
disqualified, and the client may be denied service.

42. Insufficient trading activity on the account can also serve as a valid reason for the
reconsideration of the result. For example, placement of a single large trade or several trades
with a lower volume, that are placed approximately at the same time with similar prices, which
is basically a split of a large trade into smaller trades. With an aim to prevent fraud and money
laundering, FXTRADING.com has the right to deduct the bonus funds or deny granting the
bonus at any time without any prior notice.

43. In the event a trading account becomes dormant all previously awarded trading bonus(es) will
be immediately withdrawn from the respective Eligible Clients real account with
FXTRADING.com. An account is deemed dormant if there has been no trading activity for over
six (6) months.
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44. Any indication or suspicion, in FXTRADING.com’s sole discretion, of any form of arbitrage
(including but not limited to risk free profiting), abuse (including but not limited to participant’s
trading activity patterns that indicate that the participant solely aims to benefit financially from
the credit trading bonus without being genuinely interested in trading in the markets and/or
taking market risk), fraud, manipulation, cash-back arbitrage connected to a trading bonus or
any other forms of deceitful or fraudulent activity, will nullify all previously credited trading
bonuses of the Eligible Client’s real trading accounts with FXTRADING.com and/or any and all
transactions carried and/or profits or losses garnered therein. In these circumstances,
FXTRADING.com reserves the right, at its sole discretion to close/suspend (either temporarily
or permanently) all such Eligible Client’s live trading account(s) with FXTRADING.com, cancel
all orders and annul all profits of such participants. In these circumstances, FXTRADING.com
shall not be liable for any consequences of the trading bonus cancellation, including, but not
limited to, order(s) closure by stop out.

45. Clients may opt-out from the “Welcome Trading Bonus Promotion” whenever they wish by
emailing promotion@fxtrading.com, and the relevant department will process their request and
inform them accordingly.

RISK WARNING

46. Margin FX and CFD trading involve a significant risk to your invested capital. It is important
that Eligible Clients are aware that their risks are not limited to the deposit and that by making
a qualifying trade it is possible to lose more than the deposit. In some circumstances, losses
may be considerably more than any initial or minimum deposit. FXTRADING.com retains the
right to claim back any negative equity that the client incurs. Please read and ensure you fully
understand our “Product Disclosure Statement”, available at FXTRADING.com Website.

Definition of ‘Period’

47. The Promotional Period consists of the following:

a) The ‘Promotional application period’ runs from 0:00 on 2022 December 1 to 24:00 on 2023
January 31.

b) ‘Credit expired date’ is the day to cancel all awarded trading bonus on 24:00 2023
February 15.

c) The ‘promotion due date’ is the last day to send the application on 24:00 2023 January 31.

DATE

48. These Terms and Conditions are current as of dated 1st December 2022.

49. If an event under the agreement must occur on a stipulated day does not land a business day,
then the stipulated day will be taken to be the next business day.

50. Headings (including those in brackets at the beginning of paragraphs) are for convenience only
and do not affect the interpretation of the agreement.
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Phone +61 (02) 8039 7366 Australian Toll Free 1800 398 723

Email service@fxtrading.com

Address Level 27, 25 Bligh Street, Sydney NSW 2000, Australia

RISKWARNING：Foreign exchange and derivatives trading carry a high level of risk. Before you decide to trade
foreign exchange, we encourage you to consider your investment objectives, your risk tolerance and trading
experience. It is possible to lose more than your initial investment, so do not invest money that you cannot afford
to lose. Seek advice from an independent financial or tax advisor if you have any questions.

Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) is available at FXTRADING.com website.

To the extent permitted by law, FXTRADING.com accepts no responsibility for any errors or misstatements
negligent or otherwise. The information provided may be based on assumptions or market conditions and may
change without notice. Gleneagle Securities Pty Ltd trading as FXTRADING.com is a registered Vanuatu company
with Company Number 40256, and is regulated by the Vanuatu Financial Services Commission
(VFSC).


